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A new approach to online discussion, which situates student discussions in the margins of the course content,
can enhance student engagement with course materials. However, in high-enrollment classes, the large number
of comments can overwhelm and intimidate students. Some become frustrated by the volume of potential
online interactions and by a perceived lack of immediate relevance to their studies. Likewise, instructors are
disappointed when outstanding discussions, that they deem valuable for all to see, get lost in the clutter.

To address these challenges, we propose visual spotlighting mechanisms for increasing the saliency of
selected comments. We piloted and deployed multiple designs in two high-enrollment biology courses at
a large public university in the United States. Interviews, surveys, and a controlled experiment show that
spotlighting relevant comments in heavily annotated texts positively a�ects students’ engagement, measured
in terms of their attention to comments, and their reported sense of validation and pride. Students also reported
their preferences for certain spotlighting designs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social annotation tools, where readers discuss a document by highlighting sub-segments and
commenting in its margins, have become popular in online learning settings. In high-enrollment
classrooms, extensive comments (in the hundreds to thousands per document) and discussions may
contain a treasure trove of engaging and informative ideas. But the sheer scale of the discussion
may overwhelm participants. In such cases, how can the reader �nd annotations with which they
would like most to engage? And how can instructors identify and steer students to high-value
comments?
In this work, we propose the idea of spotlighting: using visual cues to increase the salience

of speci�c comments in order to draw student attention to them. We explore a design space of
possible spotlighting techniques, and use a mixed methods approach to measure the impact of
di�erent spotlighting techniques on students’ attention. Our focus is the (online) classroom, where
faculty may want to draw students’ attention to particularly informative or stimulating comments
on course readings. However, our work has implications for scaling social annotation in many
contexts.
We carried out experiments on a biology class at a large public university with hundreds of

students making thousands of comments on course readings. Combining controlled experiments
with interviews and surveys, we compare the impact of various spotlighting techniques on student
reading and commenting activities. We show that spotlighting can e�ectively draw students’
attention to where faculty want it and determine which spotlighting techniques have the strongest
e�ect on attention. In particular, we explore the paradigm of innotation: leveraging the mutability of
digital documents to embed annotations in the content itself. This o�ers a step towards empowering
students and faculty to collaboratively edit course material to enhance its value to students. From
interviews, we gain further understanding of what signal students get from spotlighting, as well as
the impact of spotlighting on student motivation.

2 BACKGROUND ANDMOTIVATION
Beginning January 2021, we conducted weekly meetings with stakeholders for discovery, need-
�nding, and critique [37]. Our stakeholders included three instructors and two teaching assistants
(TAs) who used the social annotation tool NB (see section 2.2) in their high-enrollment biology class.
Issues associated with managing and navigating the many comments dominated the interviews.
The general feeling was that the volume of comments, while potentially rich with opportunity for
engagement, were overwhelming to both students and faculty. Most connected this feeling to high
numbers of lackluster comments and modest levels of peer discussion. Compounding these issues
was the sense that when students attempted to engage with one another, that fruitful discussion and
explanation could get “lost” in the sea of other, less attractive comments. One instructor expressed
a desire to direct students’ attention to the most instructive questions or discussions in the forum.
Instructors also believed that directing students to read more of their peer’s comments could
contribute to knowledge construction and a more collaborative learning experience [47]. Giving
instructors the ability to “highlight” instructionally valuable threads, thereby selectively elevating
some comments/discussions, could be one way to achieve these aims.

2.1 General practices
For design insight, we explored and synthesized current annotation practices. Our goal was to
learn organic ways users emphasize important parts of their notes on dense material. We examined
videos on YouTube that teach material through annotation [53], collecting screenshots, comments,
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and replies. Some videos focused on annotating a particular �eld (such as Biology or Literature),
while others explained material through annotating and reading live with the viewers.

Fig. 1. A spectrum of practices in how users annotate

A thematic analysis [9] showed that users varied in their preference of the intensity of the
annotation on text. Figure 1 shows a spectrum from learners who almost separate the annotation
layer from the reading material to learners who use multiple highlighting techniques on the text.
One challenge that readers have to work with is the restricting a�ordances of the material they
are annotating [44]. Here are some approaches adopted by users to overcome small spaces when
annotating text:

• Dedicate a space for notes in the book, or a separate paper away from the main reading
• Overlay the reading with sticky notes [36]
• Write on the margins and footnotes echoing �ndings by Marshall [44]
• Write between the lines
• Overlay a tape on words and lines and replacing them with others (e.g., word translation)
• Use symbols or colors with legends to explain the meaning [63]
• Combine two techniques or more [70]

We also looked at the a�ordances provided through other, digital, tools. For example, PDF reading
tools provide sticky notes to overlay text. Other tools for text editing allow for switching modes or
screens to read comments and notes. We also looked at free form annotation tools [16, 61] that
allow the user to scribble anywhere on the document. In addition to that, previous researchers
looked into ways to increase the a�ordances when reading electronic material by allowing users
to shift text to annotate [3, 65, 75] using pen and touch techniques—this relates to the innotation
technique we discuss below.

All the methods we’ve described show all annotations at all times. Using any of these techniques
for all annotations in a high-enrollment course would quickly render the document unreadable,
burying the text under the annotations. We reasoned, however, that we could use some of these
approaches on a more selective basis to spotlight key annotations, as suggested by our stakeholders.
The design section (Section 4.1) presents the di�erent spotlighting designs that we developed in
our design sessions with our stakeholders.

2.2 NB
We conducted our experiments by modifying the social annotation tool NB [78]. In the last decade,
hundreds of instructors have incorporated NB into their classes. Our instructor-collaborators had
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Fig. 2. NB: The NB interface occupies the entire right sidebar of the browser window. It contains the comment
list, comment viewer, commenting box, and the controls for other features such as the filters and a search bar.
The density of yellow highlighting in the text is proportional to the number of comments anchored on the
highlighted text.

already used NB for six years in their own classes with over 10,000 students, and thus were familiar
with the platform 1.

NB (�gure 2) provides a sidebar on pages. A user can click-and-drag to select document text, then
type a social annotation in the comment box in the sidebar. Students can post comments publicly, to
the instructor only, or private to themselves. They can make public comments anonymous to their
peers but not the instructor. Annotated text is highlighted in yellow. A list of �rst "header" lines
of existing comments shows in the sidebar in document order. Clicking a highlight or a subject
line expands the indicated comment in the sidebar along with all its replies. Each header line also
shows a set of icons on the left side. For example, the yellow icon holds a number counting replies
to a comment and the orange icon with the letter ‘i‘ indicates a reply from an instructor. Above,
NB provides �lters on hashtags, authors, and reply requests. Users have the option to hide the
highlights using the eye icon.

3 RELATEDWORK
3.1 Discussion in the Classroom
Students’ participation in online discussion could be driven by the desire to learn and/or to satisfy
the requirements of a graded assignment [59]. An important aspect of students’ participation in
the classroom is their level of engagement. [24, 39]. Research suggests that collaborative discussion
can help students develop greater understanding of course materials [6, 14, 17, 18, 42]. Even the
simple act of reading other student comments appears bene�cial [54]. As a result, some educators
have incorporated online forums to facilitate online discussions [5, 12, 29, 46, 52, 62] and sought to
�nd ways to encourage student participation. For example, Ghosh and Klein [27] studied how the
balance between instructor and student comments in�uenced peer-to-peer communication. Others

1https://github.com/haystack/nb
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have explored how instructor endorsements of comments or conversations in�uenced student
participation [46, 52, 71].

3.2 Social Annotation
In addition to traditional forums that provide ways to discuss readings in separate environments,
more recent work has explored social annotation (SA) systems that anchor discussions on selected
(typically highlighted) parts of a document [19, 26, 34, 56, 78]. Anchoring discussions on a document
makes those discussions salient at the right time—when a student is reading that content—and
provides in-document context that can simplify the discussion. Marshall [44] categorizes SA into
implicit and explicit annotations. She de�nes implicit annotation as simply marking up the text
with highlights or drawing underlines. Explicit annotation adds new meaning and connections
to the work by enhancing the annotation with additional text. SA tools can support both explicit
and implicit annotations. Users of SA tools can annotate online resources, share knowledge, and
socialize.
SA has gained popularity in education and has been shown to be useful for learning [8, 25, 26,

31, 32, 35, 78].Social annotations has also been found to encourage peer-to-peer learning [25, 34].
Critical thinking, meta-cognitive abilities, and reading comprehension are all aided by SA-based
learning exercises [32, 56].
Early open source tools for social annotations include WebAnn, Hylighter and NB [11, 32, 78],

which were designed for SA in educational settings. A more recent open-source tool, Hypothesis
[23, 28], is designed for general SA on the web but has recently shifted focus to the learning domain.
Even more recently, closed-source commercial platforms such as Perusall [49, 60] and Wattpad
[1, 64] have emerged. These SA tools create anchored learning environments in which students’
discussions are positioned immediately above or beside online resources [26].

Almost all SA tools use a sidebar to list the anchored comments. Some, such as NB and Hylighter,
default to showing the sidebar at all times. Others show the sidebar on demand when users click
on a highlight (Hypothesis, Perusall). While these tools all show the reading and the sidebar
simultaneously, Wattpad darkens the reading when a comment is clicked, making it fade into the
background and bringing users’ focus to the sidebar alone. Some tools, such as Hypothesis, show
each comment in its entirety; others such as NB and Perusall show only the �rst "header" line
of each comment in a list, expanding to the full comment when the header line is clicked. Using
header lines allows more comments to be packed into the same space. Showing full comments
allows for reading comments without clicking but requires users to scroll more often, making it
more di�cult to skim (�gure 3).

SA tools provide users with a variety of cues to indicate the presence and meaning of anchored
annotations. For example, some SA tools use color intensities from overlapping highlights as a
measure of the number of comments within paragraphs [2]. Tools such as Hylighter and Perusall
use di�erent colors to indicate the meaning of the highlights. Such color change is one of the
spotlighting patterns we study below. In Perusall, yellow highlights correspond to threads started
by students and blue highlights correspond to threads started by an instructor. In Hylighter, yellow
denotes a reader’s highlights and blue denotes other students’ highlights (overlaps are green).

3.3 Scaling Social Annotation
A general challenge with online discussion, which is particularly relevant to SA in high-enrollment
classes , is managing scale [68]. When hundreds of students annotate the same resource, the number
of comments that students can interact with may become overwhelming and lead to disengagement.
Discussion platforms have employed various techniques to help manage scale issues in large

online discussions. Pinning is the practice of �xing critical posts at the top of a forum’s list of posts,
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(a) Hypothesis (b) Hylighter

(c) Perusall (d) Wa�pad

Fig. 3. SA Tools

breaking the typically chronological order of posts. Various social moderation techniques have
also been developed, such as reranking content by popularity (Reddit) or more complex factors
(Slashdot). Instead of reranking, some forums (such as Slashdot) can also �lter based on a score,
hiding posts below a given threshold, thereby reducing visual clutter.
In an educational context, another natural alternative for managing issues of scale is to section

students into smaller groups [50] and to show students comments only from their own section. This
strategy reduces the volume of comments visible to each participant to a level that can be roughly
controlled by choosing the section size. However, siloing students into discrete groups means that
many valuable comments might only be seen by a small subset of the student population and that
connections between students, which might have spurred productive discussions, don’t happen.
Each of these outcomes deprive students of potential learning experiences.

Social annotation can itself be seen as a scaling mechanism, since it anchors each comment to a
speci�c part of the text, allowing the reader to focus only on comments germane to the text they are
reading at a given time. But a su�ciently large number of comments will overwhelm this coping
mechanism. To (further) scale social annotation, the traditional approaches of pinning or reranking
are unappealing, since the goal is to situate each discussion in its assigned place in the document.

In this work, we explore a di�erent design solution to help students deal with large numbers of
annotations by increasing the salience of speci�c comments. In contrast to �ltering, spotlighting
allows us to draw student attention to speci�c comments without necessarily hiding any others.

3.4 Visual Design
More broadly, various techniques have been developed to increase the salience—visual prominence—
given to particular display elements. Previous studies looked at how user engagement measures
such as focus are a�ected by the saliency of relevant information [22, 48]. Techniques to increase
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salience [20] include highlights, colors, and blinking [66]. Other techniques to draw users’ attention
to an element on the screen is by minimizing the visibility of the content surrounding that element
[38, 76]. We studied prior work on the design of online advertisements to explore how di�erent
design features contributed to better comprehension and higher click-through rate [43]. Key
variables include advertisement size, color, content, and animation. For example, [41, 67] found
that increasing the size of the ad design increased the number of clicks. They also found that
animation resulted in a quicker response by users. Another study [51] found that while banner
ad size signi�cantly increases the total number of clicks, it does not a�ect the click-through rates.
More speci�cally, [55] found that the blue static ads with a size 300 × 250 generated more clicks
than larger red ads or animated designs. Other work looked into how moderate customization of
ads to match the native format of the hosting page is e�ective in grabbing more attention [33].
Finally, while ad designs are supposed to grab attention, [4, 43] discovered that overuse of salient
cues leads to users developing banner blindness.

4 SPOTLIGHTS
In this work we refer to our proposed designs for directing attention in social annotation systems
as spotlighting. We distinguish spotlighting from highlighting, the standard practice of placing a
visual indicator (such as a surrounding box or a colored background) on the annotated part of the
document.

4.1 Design Options
We begin our design exploration from the physical annotation and online SA tools summarized
in the background and related work sections. We mixed brainstorming and prototyping with
discussions with our stakeholders. We shared di�erent spotlighting ideas with our stakeholders.
Options included popup and overlay windows over the text, scribbles on the margins, and movable
blocks. Some types show more text from the comments than the others, and some require clicking
to view the comments while others don’t. We quickly ruled out designs that obscured the content,
such as overlaid sticky notes, as they are too disruptive to the core reading experience. What
remained were the following high-level categories:

emphasizing highlights In systems that use highlighting to indicate the presence of a com-
ment, we can change the highlighting in ways that distinguish it—for example, by changing
its color.

sidebar marks Since many SA tools list comment "headers" in a sidebar, special state indicators
can be added to some headers. In NB unread comments already get bold headers, questions
seeking a response get a question-mark icon, and replies by the instructor get an “i” icon.

marginalia A comment can be spotlit by expanding it out of the sidebar into the margins of
the document.

innotation (inline annotation) If the document is mutable (as are HTML documents), we
can shift content to make space to place a comment in the document itself. Innotation can
be provided in a block (placing the comment in a rectangular region like a �gure, near the
annotated content) or inline—injecting the comment into the text immediately following the
annotated content, like a parenthetical comment (we use a di�erent font to distinguish it
from primary text).

Most of these methods can be combined: a single comment can be simultaneously spotlit (or not)
by a highlight emphasis, sidebar marks, and marginalia or innotation.
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Fig. 4. Shorter Yellow sticky note [blocks] due to the position of the highlight in a narrow space. Only some
of the text is shown

4.2 Design Choices
We aimed to compare multiple choices from the design space, but were subject to bounded resources
for implementation and concerned about the power of our statistical tests if there were too many
conditions. At the highest level, it seemed there were three truly di�erent approaches to spotlighting:
emphasizing the highlight, marking the header line in the sidebar, or placing the comment itself in
view (marginalia or innotation).

Of these three approaches, marking header lines in the sidebar is essentially the same as the
widely used approach [10, 77] of marking special comments in any traditional discussion forum—it
leverages none of the special nature of social annotation. Spotlighting within the text itself is
particular to social annotation systems and has thus been explored less.
We therefore chose not to focus on sidebar marks in our study, although we will have some

observations regarding it from our study results. In fact, NB already uses a variety of "spotlighting"
marks to the left of sidebar headlines—for example to indicate instructor comments and reply
requests. Thus, we felt it would be inconsistent not to place spotlight indicators on these header
lines. We therefore introduced spotlight icons for the sidebar to accompany the other mechanisms:
for blue inline innotations, for block annotations, for green highlights and for marginalia

on PDF documents. An icon is shown in �gure 4 to the left side of the spotlit comment. These icons
are always present for spotlit comments, not varied as part of our experiments on the e�ects of
spotlighting.

Of the remaining annotation-speci�c approaches, marginalia and innotation seemed more similar
to each other than either did to emphasizing highlights: both place the comment content somewhere
near the highlight itself. Thus, in a pilot study (see Appendix C) on PDF documents (that cannot
re�ow), we compared highlight emphasis to marginalia (both with header line markers). Our main
study involved a class that used HTML documents that can be re�owed [75], so we compared
highlight emphasis to innotation. In particular, we chose three distinct spotlighting methods:

Yellow block notes (BLOCK). In this design, a yellow-background box is generated adjacent
to the highlighted text and with the comment text inside it (�gure 4. The yellow background
recalls sticky notes, but we re�ow the text instead of obscuring it as sticky notes do. To limit
the perturbation of the page, the box is made no taller than the paragraph being annotated,
with overly long comments truncated to �t (clicking the box expands the full comment to be
read in the sidebar).
Inline blue script (IN). This design pattern was inspired by learners who annotate by
writing between the lines. We insert the comment right after the annotated text (�gure 6),
re�owing the following text to make room.We designed this pattern to look like a handwritten
note, making it di�erent from the original content. Users prefer to recognize annotations
as distinguished excerpts [44, 58]. As with block spotlights, to bound visual disruption we
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Fig. 5. Inline spotlight at the end of a sentence within a paragraph. Hovering on the spotlight shows more
text in place

Fig. 6. Inline spotlight with passive and hovered state

Fig. 7. Emphasized Green Highlight (EM)

de�ne a maximum length and truncate longer comments. Students can hover to show more
of the text and click to show the whole comment in the sidebar. This type of spotlight is the
closest to content it annotates. The color choice was in�uenced by past work [55].
Emphasized Green Highlight (EM). Highlighting in green is a contrast to the yellow
highlights available on NB. With this pattern, the annotated content is spotlit as opposed to
spotlighting the comment itself (�gure 7).

For tractability and statistical power, we chose to explore these methods in isolation, not in
combination.
Our designs can create as many as three signi�ers of a single spotlit annotation in a document:

the highlight, markers on the header line in the sidebar, and the innotation or marginal comment.
When the user hovers over any one of these, we highlight the others to show the connection, a
technique known as brushing [45]. Clicking on any one of the traces expands the comment and
reply thread in the NB sidebar.

5 THE STUDY
In this section, we describe a controlled experiment carried out to quantify the impact of spotlighting
on students’ experience while reading with NB. We designed a between-subjects experiment and
multiple within-subject conditions [40, 57]. We then followed up our experiment with interviews
and surveys. Some of the questions that we wanted to explore through our experiments were:
(1) Does spotlighting comments increase engagement with these comments, and how much?
(2) Which type of spotlighting yields more engagement?
(3) Are there groups of students that are more a�ected by the spotlights?
(4) Does the quality of the spotlit comments a�ect how students interact with them?
There were 26 readings assigned during the semester, generally four per week. For each reading,

the instructor identi�ed a small group of "high quality" comments that they would like to spotlight.
We then spotlit these comments for some but not all students at random. Because the readings
were HTML documents that could be re�owed, we used the greenlight and block- and inline-
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innotation spotlighting methods. We then used the logs to measure how often di�erent students
clicked comments when they were and were not spotlit, and applied statistical tests to determine
whether spotlighting led to a signi�cant di�erence in click rate. As a control for instructor selection
bias, we also applied the same sometimes-spotlight approach to randomly selected comments. We
elaborate on our methodology, and on how we controlled for various other factors, below. Before
deploying this study, we have deployed a pilot study that we describe in Appendix C.

5.1 Methods
NB was used in an undergraduate biology class at a public university in the United States. The
study took place during the Summer term (from June 21, 2021 to July 30, 2021). This course is the
standard introductory biology course from the academic year, but taught at double speed. Student
commenting on NB is mandatory and graded. A minimum of 3 comments or replies by each student
on each reading was required. Students had about four readings each week totalling 26 readings.
Enrollment was 205 students. In the following sections we describe the experimental design and
the interviews and surveys we conducted.

5.1.1 Experiment. For each reading, we monitored the accumulation of comments. When the total
number reached a threshold of 50 (of about 600 expected in total), we noti�ed the instructor that it
was time to select comments for spotlighting. The threshold guaranteed that there would be enough
comments in place to let the instructor select some they considered to be of high instructional
value. At the same time, the threshold was low enough to ensure that there were still plenty of
students—about 180—who did their reading after the faculty selected spotlights, so that students
would encounter those spotlights during their reading. The instructor had the freedom to pick any
comment they thought was worth spotlighting from the 50+ comments in a reading, and aimed to
select at least 6.
Spotlights have multiple characteristics that could in�uence user behavior. We identi�ed them

as the independent variables in the experiment: type of spotlight, content of the spotlit comment,
and familiarity with spotlights (whether students have been exposed to them before). To measure
these e�ects, we �rst randomly chose a small control group that was shown no spotlights the entire
term. After 6 lectures with no intervention to set a baseline, the remaining students were, in each
lecture, randomly assigned to be treated by one type of spotlighting or to no spotlighting at all
in that lecture. Each student got one type of spotlighting each lecture, to avoid an unpleasantly
inconsistent user experience, but the type was randomized by lecture. Thus, each student randomly
shifted through all the di�erent spotlighting types over time. Note that the no-spotlight students
di�ered from the control group because they had seen spotlights in other lectures—we wanted to
understand whether this would a�ect their reading when no comments were spotlit.

Once we had assigned students to a spotlighting type for a lecture, we examined the e�ect of that
spotlighting. For each student, we randomly selected some of the instructor-selected comments to
be spotlit. Other intructor-selected comments were presented normally, unspotlit. Randomness
meant that each instructor-selected comment was seen spotlit by some students and unspotlit by
others. We �xed that decision, as well as the spotlighting type, for each student and comment so it
would not change from reading session to reading session. We then compared click rate on each
comment when it was in the spotlit versus unspotlit conditions. Table 1 shows the experiment
design with the di�erent conditions for students.

We speculated that some students might be in�uenced by the content quality (potentially biased
by instructor selection) of spotlit comments. To address this issue, half the comments spotlit to
each student were randomly chosen from the instructor’s selections, and the remaining half were
randomly selected from the other comments. This allowed us to compare the e�ect of spotlighting
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Table 1. Experiment Design and Conditions

Was student ever
exposed to spot-
lighting?

For a given lec-
ture, was student
exposed to spot-
lighting?

Spotlighting
type

For a given com-
ment, comment
was spotlit to the
student?

Number of (stu-
dent, comment)
pairs in the click
dataset

No (Control) - - - 112342

Yes(Treatment)

No - No 100656

Yes

Inline Yes 3238
No 97391

Block Yes 3281
No 99580

Emphasis Yes 3319
No 98586

on instructor-selected comments versus typical comments. For each student we randomly chose to
spotlight 6 or 10 comments in total for each reading.

Note that our experimental "subjects" here are not really the students in isolation but rather the
"potential interactions" between a student and a particular comment. It is these student-comment
pairs that we subject to di�erent conditions to see how they a�ect whether a potential student-
comment interaction becomes actual.

Various confounding factors exist on NB that could potentially a�ect students’ attention. These
include cues such as sidebar icons that indicate a reply from an instructor, a question mark icon to
indicate a question that needs to be answered, and an icon with the number of replies. We describe
how we handled these confounding factors in the results section. In the Discussion and Appendix
we argue further that our experimental design allowed us to control for these confounding factors.

5.1.2 Interviews. After the class concluded, we interviewed six undergraduate students from the
course. Each interview lasted 45 minutes and followed a semi-structured format. The main questions
about their reading habits on NB and reactions to the spotlights were the same for all interviews.
The �rst set of questions asked students about how and when they read and comment on NB. The
second set asked them about the workload and nature of the reading tasks on NB. The �nal set was
about the spotlights and their perception of this new feature.

5.1.3 Surveys. Based on the interview results, we designed a Google form survey for the entire
class during the last week of the academic term and right after the deadline for the last reading
assignment. The survey included questions about their commenting habits their perceptions of
the reading annotation assignment, and the impact of spotlights, and requests for suggestions and
feedback. The control group did not receive any questions about the spotlights (i.e., third and fourth
sections).

5.2 Experiment Results
5.2.1 Analysis. Our experiment yields two datasets for two types of interactions that students had
with the comments: click and reply outcomes. Each datapoint in the dataset consisted of a student
and comment pair, whether the student interacted with the comment (e.g., whether the student
clicked on the comment in the click outcome dataset), and the characteristics of the comment and
the reading on which the comment had been posted at the time of capturing the interaction (e.g.,
the number of replies that the comment already had when the student replied to it, in the reply
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outcome dataset). If a comment was posted after a student last interacted with the reading, we did
not include that comment in the data for that student because the student was never exposed to
that comment. These datasets contain only the �rst-time interactions of a student with a comment,
for instance, the �rst time a student clicked on a comment and not their subsequent clicks on
it. The click outcome and the reply outcome datasets both contained 518393 datapoints. There
were 32276 positive click outcomes (the student clicked on the comment). Thus, the overall click
rate on comments was 6.23%. The number of positive outcomes for the reply dataset was 2454, of
which 1528 were �rst replies to a comment. For each reading, some students arrived too early to
see spotlights, but over the semester all students were frequently exposed to them—details are in
Appendix B.2.

To understand the e�ect of spotlighting on interaction outcomes, we �rst partitioned the data by
the type of spotlighting that a student had received in a particular lecture. We �rst compared each
spotlight condition with the control group that had never experienced spotlighting.

We built four partitions: Block (Yellow block notes), Inline (Inline blue script), Emphasis
(Emphasized green highlights), and None, with None containing the data from those students
that had not received any spotlit comments in a particular lecture but that nevertheless had seen
spotlit comments in previous lectures. To analyze the e�ect of our treatments, we added the data
from the students in the control group, who had never experienced spotlighting, to each of the
partitions. Comparing the treatment and the control group in any of these new partitions would
then inform us whether being exposed to any spotlit comments in a reading (being part of the
treatment group) impacted a student’s propensity to click on any comment within the reading,
irrespective of whether the comment is spotlit.
In order to keep our model clean, we selected comments for hypothetical spotlighting in the

None and Control conditions in the same way as the others. However, these hypothetically spotlit
comments were not actually spotlit in these conditions. This made it straightforward for us to
measure e�ects, by comparing the relative e�ect on clicks of sptlighting in the di�erent conditions
including None and Control
With this design, the B?>C;8C variable in our dataset denotes whether a comment was chosen to

be spotlit, but may or may not have been, depending on whether it belonged to a treatment group
(Block, Inline, or Emphasis) or the controls (None and true Control).

Next, we �t the following model to the data in each of the four partitions:

interaction outcomeB2 = V11(B?>C;8C)B2 +
⇣
V21(B?>C;8C)B2 ⇥ 1(CA40C<4=C)B

⌘
+ XB + W2 + nB2 (1)

where the interaction >DC2><4B2 is whether the comment 2 was clicked by student B in the click
dataset (or replied to, in the reply dataset). The indicator variable 1(B?>C;8C)B2 denotes whether
the comment 2 was marked as spotlit to student B , regardless of whether it was displayed as a
spotlit comment. The model also includes the interaction between B?>C;8C and CA40C<4=C , with the
indicator 1(CA40C<4=C)B denoting whether the student B belongs to the treatment or the control
group. XB and W2 are student and comment �xed e�ects respectively. The student �xed e�ect is
correlated with 1(CA40C<4=C) because, per our experiment design, when a student is assigned to
one of the treatment or the control groups, they remain in that group forever and therefore a change
in one of the student or treatment variables is correlated with a change in the other. Therefore, to
avoid collinearity, we did not include the main e�ect of CA40C<4=C as an independent variable in
the model 2. The coe�cients of interest are V1 and V2. nB2 is the error term.

2In fact, treatment is a comment-invariant characteristic and any explanatory variable that is constant across comments for
all students gets swept away by the �xed e�ects transformation [74]
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Table 2. Linear regressions predicting click outcome, with standard errors clustered on student and comment.
In each of the partitions that include a treatment group (Block, Inline, and Emphasis) and the control group,
the interaction between treatment and spotlighting is significant, indicating the e�ect of being assigned to
the treatment group for the spotlit comments is to increase the click ratio.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value

Block vs Control spotlit 0.001 0.006 0.228 0.82
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.051 0.015 3.536 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 215, 203, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 164 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Inline vs Control spotlit 0.001 0.006 0.090 0.93
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.073 0.015 4.926 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 212, 971, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 165 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.002 0.006 -0.312 0.76
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.057 0.015 3.954 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 214, 247, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 166 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.23

None vs Control spotlit 0.003 0.006 0.422 0.67
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.007 0.012 0.607 0.54

#30C0?>8=CB = 212, 998, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 163 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.23

We used the function “feols” from the R package “�xest” to de�ne the model. Although the
lefthand side of the equation is a binary outcome, when reporting the main results, we use the
function “feols”, which is used for OLS regression, for ease of interpretation. In the Appendix, we
show that we obtain consistent results when we �t a generalized linear model (logistic regression)
to the data.
To account for correlated errors in click choices by one participant and for one comment, we

clustered standard errors on student and comment 3. Although it is possible that clicks vary
systematically across readings (i.e., for some reason, the comments in a reading attract more clicks
than the ones in another reading), we do not include reading �xed e�ects in the model because
we already include comment �xed e�ects and there is perfect linear dependence between the two.
In other words, comment �xed e�ects control for all characteristics of a comment 2 that do not
change across students, including the reading to which the comment belongs.

5.2.2 E�ects on Student Clicks. Table 2 shows the results of the regressions for each of the 4
samples in the click outcome dataset. In each of the treatment groups where students were shown
spotlit comments, we see that the interaction between spotlighting and treatment has a
signi�cant positive e�ect. The coe�cients for the interactions show that the e�ect of being
assigned to the treatment group for spotlit comments (i.e., for spotlit comments to be displayed in
any of the spotlighting fashions) was to increase the click ratio. Figures 8, 9, and 10 demonstrate
this interaction term for each of the regressions on the partitions containing the treatment groups.
Overall, the click rate on spotlit comments (averaging over the di�erent types) increases from its
baseline of 9.7% to about 15.4%.

The regression performed on the partition containing the control and the None groups suggests
that having been previously exposed to spotlights (the None group) does not have a statistically
signi�cant e�ect on what comments a student chooses to click in a reading with no spotlights.

3Failure to control for within-cluster error correlation can lead to misleadingly small standard errors, and therefore
misleadingly narrow con�dence intervals, large t-statistics, and low p-values [15].
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Fig. 8. Interaction plot of treat-
ment and spotlighting in the par-
tition of the data that includes
Block type spotlighting and the
Control.

Fig. 9. Interaction plot of treat-
ment and spotlighting in the par-
tition of the data that includes
Emphasis type spotlighting and
the Control.

Fig. 10. Interaction plot of treat-
ment and spotlighting in the par-
tition of the data that includes
Inline type spotlighting and the
Control.

We determined that all spotlighting treatments a�ect click likelihood. To understand how
they fare relative to each other, we built a model with click outcome as the dependent variable, and
dummy variables for each of the 3 spotlighting conditions. Similar to the model described above, we
also included comment and student �xed e�ects to account for unobserved heterogeneity between
the di�erent groups. We �t this model to those datapoints in the treatment conditions (Block, Inline,
Emphasis, and None) where the comment was spotlit to the student—or simply chosen as spotlit
but not displayed as such in the None condition. To account for non-independence of clicks by a
user or on a comment, we clustered standard errors on student and comment. The model was as
follows:

click outcomeB2 = V11(Block treatment)B2+V21(Inline treatment)B2+V31(Emphasis treatment)B2+XB+W2+nB2
(2)

We found that the Inline (Inline blue script) treatment increases the click likelihood
the most (V2 = 0.07, (⇢ = 0.01, ? < 0.001), while the impact of the Block and the Emphasis
treatments are similar to each other (V1 = 0.05, (⇢ = 0.01, ? = 0.002 for Block; V3 = 0.05, (⇢ =
0.01, ? = 0.009 for Em).
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Table 3. Linear regressions predicting reply outcome, with standard errors clustered on student and comment.
Conditioned on a comment being clicked on, its assignment to a treatment condition has no statistically
significant e�ect on the probability that it is replied to.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value

Block vs Control spotlit -0.009 0.012 -0.746 0.46
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.009 0.014 0.641 0.52

#30C0?>8=CB = 13, 191, #2><<4=CB = 3, 333, #BCD34=CB = 157 Adj. '2 = 0.02 '"(⇢ = 0.14

Inline vs Control spotlit -0.005 0.013 -0.367 0.71
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.011 0.015 0.714 0.48

#30C0?>8=CB = 13, 114, #2><<4=CB = 3, 361, #BCD34=CB = 153 Adj. '2 = 0.03 '"(⇢ = 0.14

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.010 0.013 -0.812 0.42
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.008 0.016 0.529 0.60

#30C0?>8=CB = 13, 916, #2><<4=CB = 3, 342, #BCD34=CB = 155 Adj. '2 = 0.03 '"(⇢ = 0.14

None vs Control spotlit 0.001 0.001 -0.879 0.38
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.002 0.002 0.990 0.32

#30C0?>8=CB = 212, 428, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 163 Adj. '2 = 0.00 '"(⇢ = 0.04

5.2.3 Spotlight E�ect on Student Replies. We wanted to understand the e�ect of spotlighting on
student replies. To remove the possible confounding e�ect that previous replies can have on a future
reply (the presence of previous replies on a comment could conceivably encourage or discourage
future replies), we �ltered the reply outcome dataset to only include the �rst replies to a comment.
We also limited the dataset to those student and comment pairs where the student had clicked
on the comment, to understand the probability of reply to a comment conditioned on it having
been clicked on. We used the same model as outlined in the previous section with reply outcome
as the dependent variable and �t the model to each of the 4 partitions (The combination of the 3
treatment conditions as well as the None condition with the control group) separately.
Table 3 shows the results of the regressions for each of the 4 partitions. We observe that con-

ditioned on a comment having been clicked, the treatments have no statistically signi�cant e�ect
on the reply outcome. However, because we saw in the previous section that the treatments have
a positive e�ect on clicks, they result in an increase in the reply likelihood as well, although this
e�ect is driven entirely by an increase in the click rate4.

5.2.4 Spotlighting a�ects di�erent reading styles di�erently. We performed exploratory analyses
to understand what types of students are most in�uenced by our treatments. From the logs, we
noticed that some students read the discussions mostly by clicking through the comments on the
sidebar where the salience of spotlighting is low. On the other hand, other students mostly read
the discussions by clicking through the highlights on the page where spotlit comments are visibly
di�erentiated. We therefore, built 2 partitions, one with students who performed 60% or more of
their clicks on the sidebar, and one with students who performed 60% or more of their clicks on the
highlights from 6 readings from the pre-experiment week before introducing the spotlights. This
means the partitions were determined before any changes in behavior brought on by spotlighting.

We then performed the same analyses as above for measuring the e�ects of spotlights on each of
the two partitions separately. The results show that the spotlighting treatments signi�cantly

4Bayes’ theorem: % (reply) = % (reply|click)⇥% (click)
% (click|reply) = % (reply|click)⇥% (click)

1
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a�ect the students who click through the highlights. These e�ects, however, are not sig-
ni�cant for those students who mostly click through the comments on the sidebar. This
makes sense, as our spotlighting designs increase the salience of spotlit comments in the document,
not in the sidebar. The full analysis is included in the Appendix Section A.

This analysis provides a post-hoc justi�cation for our decision (Section 4.2) to focus on varying
designs for in-document spotlighting by including sidebar spotlighting in all our designs, even
though we could have disabled it to explore more designs. Since in-document spotlighting a�ects
readers of the document, while header-line spotlighting a�ects students skimming the headlines,
these two design elements can be studied independent of one another.

5.2.5 �ality of Comments. Wewanted to understand whether the quality of comments in�uenced
the impact of spotlighting. The results reveal that the e�ect of spotlighting on low-quality comments
is not much di�erent from on high quality ones: in both cases, spotlighting caused a substantial
increase in click rate. The full analysis is included in the Appendix Section B.3

5.3 Interview Results
We analyzed interviews using thematic analysis [9]. The initial analysis process of the interview
data started by identifying themes through multiple iterations and peer debrie�ng [21] with our
collaborators from the large public university using an inductive approach [7]. Our peers in the
debrie�ng sessions were two instructors and two teaching assistants who taught the class before
and were familiar with NB, making them knowledgeable peers to ensure the reliability of our
�ndings. The following are the main themes we identi�ed, which helped design the survey we
distributed to the class to elicit more data.

5.3.1 How students perceived spotlights. In this study we did not tell the students any particular
reason comments were spotlit. We asked students about what they thought the spotlights meant;
for the most part students either thought the spotlights meant important comments or instructor-
endorsed comments. For example, a student mentioned: “It [spotlighting] is de�nitely useful, since it
points out the important part that students should focus on.” Another student reported: “I assumed
the instructor selected the earlier ones in the week.” Another student appreciated the quality of
the spotlit comments, despite the fact that 50% of those comments were randomly selected: “the
[spotlit] comment had more thoughts and they were better comments.” Another student also added:
”spotlights give comments credibility, I know they’re picked by the instructor.” A student elaborated:
“green highlight is helpful, I want the instructor to tell us if it’s an important paragraph.” This last
comment demonstrates a drawback of highlight=emphasis spotlighting (as opposed to innotation):
it may suggest to the student that it is the highlighted text, rather than the comment on it, that is
important.

5.3.2 Preferred method of spotlighting. Some students appreciated speci�c types of spotlighting
patterns. For the yellow sticky notes, a student expressed: “I like the yellow postit, I like it shows
text in longer format.” Another student also mentioned: “I think that it’s better than highlighting
the actual passage as it doesn’t seem to be that distracting.” One student mentioned that she did
not appreciate the number of the highlights on the reading, and she preferred having comments in
the blue inline script instead: “ I like this [blue inline script], I don’t like like the highlights they’re
overwhelming.” Another student suggested combining two types of spotlighting depending on the
density of highlights in the paragraphs as they both tend to be helpful to her: “I prefer the yellow
post-its. But when there are a lot of comments I would like to have the post-it combined with the
green highlights.”
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5.3.3 Number of spotlights. Students in the interview appreciated the small number of comments
being spotlit in the experiment. One student was speci�c: “I prefer total of 5 spotlit comments to
feel they’re important and to not lose their locations in the text.”

5.3.4 Seeing one’s comment as a spotlight in the reading. We asked students how they feel about
their comments being spotlit. All students in our interviews appreciated the idea: “If I see my
comment spotlit it’ll make me proud specially with online learning, it feels nice that the instructor
recognized me!” Other students also expressed how validating it is to have her comments spotlit.

5.3.5 Using Spotlights to deal with volume. Students reported reading spotlit comments helped
themmanage the load: for instance, one student stated, “I make sure to read those �agged comments,
post-it or bolded, on the page. I then skim the sidebar quickly, the subjects lines,” referring to the
preview of comments provided in the sidebar of NB. Another student reported that “when there
is a lot number of comments or I’m in a rush, I read the comments put on the side” (margins and
blocks). The same student elaborated: “I think that it’s [spotlights] better than highlighting the
actual passage as it doesn’t seem to be that distracting.” Another student mentioned looking at the
spotlights for the conversation that happens under them and that she would like to see an indicated
on spotlights for the number of replies “I always read those [spotlights], they have replies that help
me, but it doesn’t show the replies.”

5.3.6 Replying to Spotlit Comments. We asked students if they reply to these comments. 5 out of
the 6 students reported that they tend to shy away from replying because they feared showing a
lack of knowledge on such a highly visible comment. While spotlights were e�ective in directing
students’ attention to comments and clicking on them as we have shown in our experiment section
it seems that other social factors a�ect replying.

5.4 Survey Results
Based on the interview responses, we designed and circulated a survey to the class to gather more
information. We received a total of 38 responses to the survey (treatment=29, control= 9). According
to our collaborators, a 15% response rate is expected given the timing of distribution (end of a
Summer term). We gained interesting insights from these responses that helped us explain some of
our �ndings from the experiment.

5.4.1 Perception of Load. We asked students about their perception of the number of comments
they are presented with when they do the reading. On a Likert scale, 11 students indicated 5, which
is “far too many to read,” 15 reported 4, 6 reported 3 and only 4 students indicated 2, which is close
to “very few.”

22 students reported that they read the comments through clicking on the highlights on the text
as opposed to reading the comments through browsing the list on the sidebar. 7 students reported
that they read the whole article then go back to interesting areas and click on the highlighted text
to read comments.

5.4.2 Spotlights. All students in our treatment pool (n=29) encountered spotlit comments in their
readings. For each spotlighting pattern we asked students the following:

• How noticeable is this spotlighting pattern? (see table 4)
• How distracting is this spotlighting pattern? (see table 4)
• How likely are you going to read a comment that was spotlit using (this) method? (see table
4)

• How do you like this spotlighting pattern? (see table 4)
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Table 4. Each Spotlighting pa�ern on Likert scale (N= 29 Students)

Question Treatment 1 2 3 4 5

How noticeable Green highlight 1 4 4 4 16
Yellow block 2 0 4 6 17
Inline script 1 2 0 9 16

How distracting Green highlight 10 7 8 4 0
Yellow block 4 10 10 2 2
Inline script 6 4 3 7 9

Likelihood to read Green highlight 1 1 7 10 10
Yellow block 1 1 8 5 13
Inline script 2 4 6 6 11

How do you like Green highlight 0 1 15 7 6
Yellow block 0 0 13 5 10
Inline script 5 5 12 4 3

Then we asked students an open ended question about anything they would like to tell us about
each spotlighting method. We list their answers below.

Green highlights.
In the open ended question for this spotlighting pattern, some students expressed how they

liked this method: “The color contrast demonstrates the importance of the comments and pulls
my attention to it.” Another student also appreciated the contrast: “I think it is a great contrast
against the yellow highlights that have already been made.” A student elaborated, “It makes the
highlighted portions very noticeable and more likely for me to read.” One of the students mentioned
how they focus on them more “since it pops out more.” Other students gave suggestions to make
the pattern less distracting for their experience or more customized. For example, one student
suggested “Additional colors” for the highlights, which echos some of the suggestions we received
from our interviews.

In-line blue script.
Some students expressed how “subtle” this spotlighting method was: “it was subtle text but still

crucial.” Another student suggested: “I think the spotlighting method is not super noticeable. I think
having it blue but a bit larger font will help emphasize that particular section.” Another suggested
a better place for this pattern based on her experience: “It would be better to have the blue inline
type comments at the end of a paragraph, so as not to distract from the reading itself.”

Yellow blocks.
Most of students’ reactions were positive: “I liked the post it note annotations best because they

were least distracting when trying to focus on the actual text. They were easy to read as an aside.”
Another said “The post it notes were a bit confusing at �rst, but ultimately was a big help.” Another
student mentioned that they liked the online reading experience with the block innotations: “I
really like the post-it addition. Although the reading is online, it helps me understand that section
of reading further.”
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5.4.3 Comparing spotlighting pa�erns. We asked students about the most noticeable and most
distracting patterns, 51.7% reported green highlighted text as the most noticeable and 64.3% re-
ported the blue inline script as the most distracting. We then asked students about their preferred
spotlighting method (students could choose more than one pattern). Figure 11 shows students
responses. We followed up by asking participants why they picked their preferred method. The
following is an aggregated list of their responses:

• For yellow post-it notes, one student expressed that this pattern serves as a hint from the
instructor “The yellow post it boxes seem more crucial because they kind of seem like a
teacher is hinting at something more important.” Another student liked how they �t into the
reading “I prefer the post it boxes because it is the clearest presentation- easy to read and
captures the reader’s attention the best.” A student expressed that it plays nicely with all of
the highlights on the reading by being not too distracting “It’s the least distracting from the
bunch.” Another student appreciated the neat experience provided with yellow sticky notes:
“post-it boxes: separate the comments with the reading content, which make the reading
more neat and comments are clearly expressed.”

• For green highlights, a student mentioned that they like how noticeable they are: “I prefer
the green highlighting because I think it is more noticeable.” Another compared how it is
easier to read than other methods: “I think the highlight is the easiest to read and having
the text be blue or post it notes on the screen can be distracting when going through the
article.” Other students also added: “Subtle, but still distinct enough from the other, standard
highlights to indicate that it is a spotlight pattern.” Another student suggested a combination
of the green highlights and the yellow sticky notes: “I like the green highlight as it pops out
of the reading and I like the post it as it separates the important parts of paragraphs.”

• Finally, for the inline blue script, students liked how it �ts nicely with the reading “The blue
letter is better than highlighting in just another color.” Another student added, “they set apart
the text/comment from the normal yellow highlights.” One student mentioned that they like
how it is in the right location close to the reading compared to the other methods: “The post
it is on the side of the page which makes me lazy to read. The blue inline script is directly
beside the text so it’s more noticeable and easier to read.” One student picked all spotlighting
patterns as his favorite but elaborated with his comment: “I think in text methods are great
[blue inline script]! However, I think for students who like to read the entire reading on
their own �rst may be distracted. The post-it or the green highlighted can help them identify
that this is additional and they can read the additional notes after. It can help them identify
comments easier.”

5.4.4 Number of spotlit comments. Almost all students (28 out of 29 students) indicated that they
are likely to read spotlit comments. When we asked how many comments they think should get
spotlit to make the reading more helpful but not distracting, most students reported numbers from
3 to 10, which was within the number of spotlights presented to students in the experiment. One
student reported: “I found that the amount of comments that were spotlit in the class seemed
adequate. I don’t know exactly how many that is, but the amount that I saw seemed appropriate;
not too many or too few.”
Alternatively, some students did not suggest a number; instead, they provided a rule-based

approach to which spotlights should be shown. For example, one student suggested only showing
important and recurring ones: “Only the most crucial concepts and ones that multiple people seem
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Fig. 11. Students answers to the question: Which spotlighting method(s) do you prefer?

to question.” Another student suggested, “I think comments that the instructor replies to since
those tend to be more important/informative.” Another student suggested “maybe you should do it
based on replies or upvotes or something.” Finally, a student suggested a number dependent on the
reading length: “I think it should be limited to 1 or 2 per section of the reading.”

5.4.5 How spotlighting students’ comments made them feel. All the open-ended responses to this
question were positive. One student mentioned how validating it is to see their comment being
spotlit: “it would probably feel validating—that what I was contributing was important.” Another
student also added, “it makes me feel that I’m on the right track to grasp the material. A good
con�dence boost.” One student described that it would make them feel “honored” to see their
comments being spotlit. Another student expressed: “I don’t know if any comments were spotlighted.
However, if any were I would feel proud and happy that my comments were in some way helpful.”
While for the most part students responded positively to their comments being selected, some

felt di�erently. A student mentioned that seeing their comments being spotlight put them "on the
spot": "it would make me worry if I “miswrote” something when I was thinking, which would
make someone misread the comment." The same student mentioned that even replying to spotlit
comments is intimidating: “replying to spotlit comments is intimidating as my replies might be
seen more.” This suggests we may want to add a "don’t spotlight me" option for students in the
class.

5.4.6 Usefulness of spotlights to learning as reported by participants. As a �nal question to the
spotlights section in the survey, we asked students if they think it is useful to spotlight comments
and why. 28 out of the 29 responses reported spotlighting as useful. We list examples of where
spotlighting was useful, as reported by the students:

• Studying: A student reported: “It’s useful for a student who wants to understand what they
are reading and allow them to broaden their mindset on that speci�c topic.” Another student
mentioned: “I think it is very useful to spotlight comments to help students further understand
material and bring their attention to comments other students had. These comments may
be something they are thinking of as well and it can be very bene�cial.” Another student
emphasized: “I think it helps highlight the important comments that will help students more
often and are more relevant to future content.” Students also mentioned the spotlights were
useful for comprehension and identifying important parts in the reading to focus on.

• Discoverability of relevant comments: Some students reported that spotlights helped in
browsing comments by reducing redundant comments and managing the large volume of
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comments in the reading: “I think it’s very useful. It makes those comments more easily
accessible, more likely to get replies, and could emphasize important points in the reading.”
Another student elaborated on how this helped them focus: “it can allow us to focus on
useful/important comments instead of browsing through all �fty or so comments- which
is very time consuming.” Another student mentioned that it helps to spotlight redundant
or recurring questions: “Yes, I think if there is a reoccurring question or concept that keeps
getting brought up it is more bene�cial and e�cient to highlight one of those comments as
opposed to have multiple di�erent threads of the same concept.” Another student reported
that they appreciate increasing the salience of some comments to get more reads by students:
“It is important to highlight important comment in order for other students to read them.”

• Sparking discussion: Spotlights were not just useful for reading, but also for discussion: “It
highlights strong comments that would be a useful read and potentially sparks conversation.”

• Enhance the reading material for personal use: A student added that they would like to
select the comments they wanted spotlit “It’s based on someone else’s (or the algorithm’s)
opinion on why the comment is important. I would like to read it myself and verify that
it’s useful to me. This can be frustrating when you understand much of the material but
continuously run into repetitive and basic strings of information.” This student appears to be
imagining spotlighting to be like a personal bookmarking functionality. NB o�ers personal
bookmarking, and it is an appealing idea to spotlight each students bookmarks to them.
However, this can only be done after a student reads the comment, so would not help direct
them to important ones initially.

5.4.7 Spotlights encourage students to read comments. We asked the participants (control and
treatment) about their suggestions on how to encourage students to read each other’s comments.
Interestingly, students in the control group suggested spotlighting comments without ever having
seen it (as they have reported in the survey). For example, one student suggested that the instructor
star or mark relevant threads: “Have the instructor ’star’ or mark certain threads of conversation
that are especially relevant to the class so that students are more likely to read those threads.”
Another suggested spotlighting students’ questions: “I would suggest that making the questions
that students are asking highlighted in di�erent colors, so people can clearly see them.” A di�erent
student in the control group suggested getting students to read closer to the text. That student
elaborated: “For example, after a section of text, there could be several questions that works as
checkpoints to make sure the students are understanding the content.”

6 DISCUSSION
This work has introduced and begun to explore a new functionality in social annotation platforms.
Spotlighting increases the salience of particular annotations in order to draw a reader’s attention to
them. According to related work, such as the case study by Gao and colleagues [25], learners found
that a large number of comments was a challenge, distracting to navigate on a social annotation
tool. Spotlighting o�ers an approach to dealing with scale problems in social annotation systems,
by surfacing important comments from a sea of less-relevant ones. Compared to �ltering (itself
relatively rare in annotation tools), which hides less important content, spotlighting represents a
better application of the Focus+Context visualization paradigm [45] since it preserves that "context"
of other annotations while directing "focus" to the spotlit ones.
In this work, we focused on very basic questions of spotlighting: what is the design space for

spotlights, and what is the raw impact of spotlighting.
From the design perspective, we observed how social annotation systems o�er a much richer

set of spotlighting a�ordances than traditional discussion platforms: in addition to spotlighting
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comments in a list (the sidebar), there are many ways to spotlight comments in the document
being discussed by mutating the highlight, or by placing comments beside (marginalia), over (sticky
notes—though we did not test this approach) or even inside (innotations) the document content.
In contrast to sidebar spotlighting, placing spotlights in the document increases their salience for
users at the moment they are reading the annotated content which is often exactly when you want
those annotations to be noticed.
To study the raw impact of spotlighting, we designed controlled experiments that provided

evidence that spotlighting signi�cantly increases the chances that readers will notice and read a
comment. We showed how the impacts of several di�erent spotlighting designs compared, and gave
evidence that the impact is stronger for readers who arrive at comments through the document
than for students who explore comment through the sidebar list. Our instructors con�rmed that
spotlighting is a capability they desire in the classroom social annotation platform, as it helps them
direct students attention where they think it ought go. Students also appreciated spotlighting;
they liked having their attention directed by instructors, and at least some found it validating and
motivating to have their comments spotlit.

Althoughwe studied spotlighting in the context of SA for education, nothing about our techniques
depends on this speci�c setting. Our designs would transfer directly to any other setting in which
(any number of) users need to cope with a large number of annotations. This includes commenting
for collaborative editing in tools such as MSWord or Google Docs. These tools currently use similar
a�ordances to the SA tools—comments in the margins or, for scalability, with header lines in
separately scrollable sidebar. It might also include citizen science or citizen journalism platforms
which collect annotations from large numbers of participants—such as the MPs expenses project 5.
In any of these situations, there naturally arise needs to prioritize some annotations above others
for attention. This may be based on global considerations of general importance, or may spotlight
di�erent annotations to di�erent users based on relevance—such as mentions or replies to that user.

6.1 The User Experience
Existing social annotation systems must address the question of how to visually signal the associ-
ation between a highlighted text and its comment in the margins or sidebar [30, 38, 69, 73]. One
common approach is to maintain vertical alignment between these text and its annotation as one
signal of connection. Brushing (increasing salience of the comment when the highlight is hovered,
and vice versa) and linked browsing (scrolling to the comment when the highlight is clicked, and
vice versa) are other common association mechanisms. Innotations o�er a more direct indication
of association, as they are embedded in the document directly beside their associated content. The
strong performance of innotation in our experiments suggests that this technique, which has not
been widely studied or deployed in SA systems, deserves additional attention.

Our study results yielded some �ndings that are consistent with prior work in the �eld of visual
design and advertisement. For instance, the results showed that blue inline script received the
highest clicks. We speculate that the blue script received the highest number of clicks due to the
e�ective message design [41, 51]; its blue color [55], and the partial comment that it shows in place.
More importantly, the spotlight design is also close to the native text of the document, which is an
e�ective strategy to gain users’ attention and trust in foreign UI patterns that are not part of the
page [33].

On NB (and other SA tools mentioned previously) users could view comments either by clicking
on the highlights on the document or by browsing through the list in the sidebar. Our analysis
shows that students who tend to interact with the document (highlights) directly are more

5https://onlinejournalismblog.com/2009/06/19/the-guardian-build-a-platform-to-crowdsource-mps-expenses-data/
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likely to be a�ected by the spotlights. The majority of the students in our experiment tended
to interact with annotations through the document and thus be more strongly a�ected by the
spotlights.
In addition, our analysis showed that because spotlights have a positive e�ect on clicks, they

result in an increase in the reply likelihood as well. However, from our interviews with students,
we sensed that many other factors play into the task to reply. One factor could be the nature of
the task; students are required to post three comments on multiple readings every week. Some
students felt that it was overwhelming and that they would rather write good comments about
things they know rather than reply to make sure they score a good grade. Another factor could
be con�dence, as some participants in our interview reported that they feel shy or not con�dent
enough to provide answers to other students which prevents them from replying.

6.2 Spotlighting Considerations
One of the �rst things to consider when spotlighting is the type and design of the annotated document.
For PDF documents that have a �xed presentation (see Appendix), we focused on spotlighting by
changing highlight colors and placing comments beside the document. In contrast, the re�owing
possible with HTML documents permitted to explore innotations that embed new (comment)
material directly in the document itself.

Drawing attention to something often means drawing it away from other things. It is important
to consider how strongly we want to steer students away from unspotlit comments. We opted
for static color changes and content embeddings and avoided using animation [41, 67] for the
spotlights. Our goal was to bring comments to students’ attention to increase engagement, not to
excessively distract them [48].

Our designs only focus on spotlighting a few comments and how that would a�ect the reading
experience. Our results show that spotlighting only a few comments, can work in getting students’
attention to read and interact with those comments. While we have not tested the limits of spot-
lighting, we tested spotlighting 50 comments in one reading in our pilot study (see appendix C).
That did not positively a�ect the click rate, and students did not appreciate the experience. Further
work needs to be conducted focusing on testing the bounds on the number of spotlights. Almost all
students (37 out of 38 students) liked the number of spotlit comments in our experiment (6 to 10
comments). However, this number could change depending on many factors, including the length
of the reading and the density of the document or discussion (annotations).
We did not combine di�erent spotlighting types in our study, as we wanted to understand the

e�ect of each type without confounding our designs. However, we believe that combining two
types of spotlights creates even more opportunities. For example, combining the green highlight
approach with innotation would presumably provide an even stronger spotlight than either alone.
Combining methods could also solve some problems that individual methods have. For example,
we might want to use the yellow blocks approach, which stands out most strongly, when spotlights
are sparse, switching to inline annotations as they become denser and �nally to green highlights
when they are exceedingly dense. Alternatively, one could use the inline text at the end of titles
and paragraphs and inline blocks for self-contained comments. It is worth recalling our results
though, that some spotlighting methods have stronger e�ect than others. While inline spotlights
had the highest e�ect on reading, students from the interviews reported that the green highlights
were the most noticeable, an important point to consider when mixing di�erent types.

6.3 Spotlighting e�ect on the authors of the comments
Spotlighting had a mostly positive e�ect on the authors of the spotlit comments. Students reported
that it is validating, motivating, and gives them a sense of pride for contributing to the content.
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Students felt a sense of agency towards the reading material as their comments are integrated
into the text as opposed to being treated as a marginal comment. This opens a new design space for
SA in which readers suggest edits in the form of inline comments integrated within the document.
It is also important to allow users to opt-out from getting their annotations spotlit. As we saw from
our results, some authors might feel pressured seeing their comments spotlit and integrated into
the document. In a way, some users prefer keeping a low pro�le in the discussion, and the design
should respect that.

6.4 Limitations and Future work
Some spotlighting patterns such as marginalia, yellow blocks and inline blue script provide a longer
preview of the comment. For that reason, we think that students might have read those comments
without clicking. We were not able to log such passive reading interactions in our experiment. We
suggest eye-tracking as a way to address this limitation. However, this limitation only makes our
results more conservative as some innotation spotlights may have been read (increasing the rate for
spotlit comments) without being able to detect it—meaning our estimate of the increased reading
rate for spotlit comments may be an underestimate.

Some spotlighting methods might not work for users with vision problems. For example, color-
blind users might not be able to alternate-colored highlights. Other methods such as innotation
might serve better. One way to address this challenge is to let users choose the spotlighting method
to accommodate their needs.

Due to the huge number of highlights, some students tend to turn o� highlights and end up not
seeing the spotlights. In the future, we are planning to test the e�ect of keeping spotlit comments
regardless of whether highlights are disabled in the document.
We plan to explore di�erent drivers for spotlighting besides instructor choice. For example,

spotlighting recent comments or comments that contain replies to the reader.

7 CONCLUSION
Through our collaboration with instructors, we learned that they seek ways to bring students’
attention to relevant or interesting comments on course readings. This paper investigated the
design space and in�uence of spotlighting speci�c comments to direct students’ attention to them.
We conducted experiments on a biology class at a large public university with hundreds of

students making thousands of comments on course readings. We compared the impact of var-
ious spotlighting techniques on student reading and commenting activities through controlled
experiments, interviews and surveys. We demonstrated how instructors might use spotlighting
to successfully bring students’ attention to where they want it. We also discussed which spot-
lighting tactics had the most powerful attention-getting e�ects. We found that inline blue script
increased the click likelihood the most. From our qualitative data, we learned that students appre-
ciated spotlighting. We also saw that spotlighting comments had a positive impact on students’
motivation.
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A ONWHOM SPOTLIGHTING HAS THE LARGEST IMPACT
Table 5 summarizes the results of the analyses described in 5.2.4 for each of the student groups
and each of the spotlighting conditions. The results show that the spotlighting treatments a�ect
the students who click through the highlights. These e�ects, however, are not signi�cant for those
students who mostly click through the comments on the sidebar.

B EXPLORING THE POSSIBLE EFFECT OF CONFOUNDING FACTORS
B.1 Visual Features Other than Spotlighting.
Although we observed that spotlighting comments a�ected student’s clicks, it is possible that the
higher click rate on treated spotlit comments (comments shown as spotlit in any of the treatment
conditions) is in fact due to other visual features that happen to be more common among these
comments. One such feature could be the presence of an instructor icon next to the comment
signifying that the instructor has replied to it. Another is the presence of a question mark icon
indicating that the comment is in fact a question. It is conceivable that the comments marked as
high quality by the instructor have a higher instructor response rate or are questions that the
instructor believes all students should see. Because half of spotlit comments comprise high quality
comments, the question and instructor reply icon could be relatively more common among spotlit
comments. Therefore, to remove the possible confounding e�ect of these indicators, we removed
all the entries from the dataset that had these indicators and performed the same analyses as before
on student clicks. The regression results are shown in Table 6

We found that consistent with the results we obtained before, the interaction of spotlighting
and treatment had a signi�cant e�ect on student clicks, suggesting that spotlighting alone
(with no additional icons) can attract clicks.

B.2 Student arrival order to comment on readings
Students included in the 50 comment threshold for each reading–who commented before the
instructor saw spotlights, and therefore saw none in that reading—tend to vary. Figure 12 shows
a breakdown of the students who were part of the threshold. Students who commented early in
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Table 5. Linear regressions predicting click outcome with standard errors clustered on student and comment,
performed on two separate partitions: on the data from the students who performed 60% or more of their
clicks on the highlights of the page, and the data from those students who performed 60% or more of their
clicks on the sidebar. The results suggest that the treatments do not a�ect those students who mostly interact
with the sidebar to read comments. They do however, a�ect those who read comments via clicking on the
highlights.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value
Students who mostly click on highlights

Block vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.008 -0.358 0.72
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.071 0.020 3.536 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 98, 672, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 73 Adj. '2 = 0.09 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Inline vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.007 -0.376 0.71
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.072 0.020 3.652 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 96, 279, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 72 Adj. '2 = 0.09 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.008 -0.404 0.69
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.067 0.019 3.641 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 95, 061, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 74 Adj. '2 = 0.09 '"(⇢ = 0.24

None vs Control spotlit 0.000 0.008 -0.005 1.0
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.022 0.014 1.598 0.11

#30C0?>8=CB = 98, 101, #2><<4=CB = 4, 804, #BCD34=CB = 74 Adj. '2 = 0.09 '"(⇢ = 0.24
Students who mostly click on the sidebar

Block vs Control spotlit -0.002 0.015 -0.125 0.90
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.030 0.035 0.858 0.40

#30C0?>8=CB = 56, 979, #2><<4=CB = 4, 783, #BCD34=CB = 46 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.25

Inline vs Control spotlit 0.000 0.016 -0.009 0.99
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.062 0.031 1.985 0.05

#30C0?>8=CB = 63, 285, #2><<4=CB = 4, 788, #BCD34=CB = 47 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.25

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.002 0.016 -0.136 0.89
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.034 0.034 0.981 0.33

#30C0?>8=CB = 61, 288, #2><<4=CB = 4, 756, #BCD34=CB = 47 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.26

None vs Control spotlit -0.004 0.015 -0.263 0.79
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.004 0.034 0.127 0.90

#30C0?>8=CB = 55, 516, #2><<4=CB = 4, 765, #BCD34=CB = 47 Adj. '2 = 0.14 '"(⇢ = 0.25

at least half of the readings account for 15 out of the 166 in the treatment group. In addition, 90%
of the students in the treatment group were exposed to at least 100 spotlights (Average number
of spotlights encountered by a student= 388.7, Maximum number of spotlights encountered by a
student= 3108, Minimum= 0).

B.3 �ality of Comments.
We wanted to understand whether the quality of comments had an e�ect on the students’ clicks,
conditioned on whether comments were or were not spotlit. Therefore, we separated our �ltered
click outcome data (with the comments that had instructor reply and question icons removed) into
two partitions: one in which for a pair of student and comment, the comment was spotlit to the
student in any of the treatment groups, and the other, the comment student pairs where either the
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Fig. 12. Students that were part of the 50 comments threshold. The y axis is the reading, in this class there
were 26 readings. The x axis is the students.

comment was not spotlit or the student belonged to the Control or the None group and therefore
did not experience spotlighting.

We �t the following model to each partition separately:

Click outcomeB2 = V1(@D0;8C~)2 + XB + nB2 (3)
where Click outcomeB2 is whether the comment 2 has been clicked by student B , 1(@D0;8C~)2

is an indicator variable for comment quality, and XB is student �xed e�ects. Because we include
quality of comments as an independent variable in the model, we do not include comment �xed
e�ects because the two variables are collinear. nB2 is the error term. We also clustered standard
errors on comment and student.
We found that for treated spotlit comments, quality had a statistically signi�cant

e�ect on clicks at the alpha=0.05 threshold (V = 0.020,f = 0.009, C = 2.120, ? = 0.04). For
comments that were not spotlit however, quality was a very signi�cant predictor of clicks
(V = 0.040,f = 0.008, C = 4.847, ? < 0.001).

The results suggests that students are able to discern comment quality before they even click
on the comments, perhaps through scanning comment “headers” that are visible even before the
comments are expanded.

To decouple the e�ect of comment quality on clicks from the e�ect of spotlighting, we performed
the same analyses of predicting clicks by treatment and spotlighting conditions on the portion of
the click dataset (with the comments that had instructor reply and question icons removed) where
the comments were not assessed as high quality by the instructor. The results, shown in Table 7,
reveal that consistent with the results we observed for the entire dataset, in the low quality portion
of the data, treated spotlit comments are still clicked at a higher rate.

Figures 13, 14, and 15 show that although in the low quality portion of the data the treated spotlit
comments get clicked at a higher rate, the untreated spotlit comments are clicked as much as the
untreated unspotlit comments.

B.4 Replacing OLS Regression with Logistic Regression
In Section 5.2, we performed our analyses using OLS regression. Here, we present the results of the
same analyses by estimating our models (equation 1 for both click and reply datasets) with logistic
regression. To do so, we used the function “feglm” from the R package “�xest”, with family function
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Table 6. Linear regressions predicting click outcome on the portion of the data that does not have instructor
reply or question mark icons.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value

Block vs Control spotlit 0.004 0.007 0.648 0.52
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.050 0.015 3.398 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 220, 105, #2><<4=CB = 4, 828, #BCD34=CB = 164 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Inline vs Control spotlit 0.004 0.007 0.528 0.60
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.071 0.015 4.761 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 217, 409, #2><<4=CB = 4, 828, #BCD34=CB = 165 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Emphasis vs Control spotlit 0.001 0.007 0.140 0.89
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.056 0.015 3.762 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 218, 942, #2><<4=CB = 4, 828, #BCD34=CB = 166 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.23

None vs Control spotlit 0.006 0.007 0.921 0.36
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.004 0.012 0.349 0.73

#30C0?>8=CB = 219, 070, #2><<4=CB = 4, 830, #BCD34=CB = 163 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.23

Table 7. Linear regressions predicting click outcome on the portion of the data that was not marked as high
quality by the instructor.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value

Block vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.007 -0.469 0.64
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.063 0.012 5.147 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 214, 099, #2><<4=CB = 4, 732, #BCD34=CB = 164 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.22

Inline vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.007 -0.395 0.69
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.079 0.013 6.045 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 211, 422, #2><<4=CB = 4, 732, #BCD34=CB = 165 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.22

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.002 0.007 -0.324 0.75
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.065 0.013 5.099 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 212, 924, #2><<4=CB = 4, 732, #BCD34=CB = 166 Adj. '2 = 0.11 '"(⇢ = 0.23

None vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.007 -0.399 0.69
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.022 0.009 2.335 0.02

#30C0?>8=CB = 213, 037, #2><<4=CB = 4, 734, #BCD34=CB = 163 Adj. '2 = 0.12 '"(⇢ = 0.22

binomial and link logit. Our results are consistent with what we reported in Section 5.2. The results
of the analyses for click outcome and reply outcome are shown in Tables 8 and 9 respectively.

C PILOT STUDY
In order to design our user study and experiment (Section 5), we conducted a pilot study. We
deployed NB with the new designs in a biology class at the same large public university in the
United States. The readings were all primary scienti�c literature papers in the form of PDF �les.
For that reason, we experimented with marginalia and emphasized green highlights as neither
requires any re�ow of the DOM.
The Marginalia pattern was designed explicitly for PDF as the content of the �le can not be

re�owed . We insert a widened margin between the document content and the sidebar, and expand
spotlit comments in the margin, inside a yellow sticky note with a faded edge (�gure 16). The
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Fig. 13. Interaction plot of treat-
ment and spotlighting in the
partition of the data that in-
cludes Block type spotlighting
and the Control, only includ-
ing the comments that were not
marked as high quality by the
instructor.

Fig. 14. Interaction plot of treat-
ment and spotlighting in the
partition of the data that in-
cludes Emphasis type spotlight-
ing and the Control, only includ-
ing the comments that were not
marked as high quality by the
instructor.

Fig. 15. Interaction plot of treat-
ment and spotlighting in the parti-
tion of the data that includes Inline
type spotlighting and the Control,
only including the comments that
were not marked as high quality by
the instructor.

position of the note is calculated based on the location of the related highlight (annotation) in the
document. Once again, we truncate long comments to keep the note from being too large in the
margin. If the user clicks on the comment or the related highlight, the visibility of the marginalia
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Table 8. Generalized linear regressions (logistic regressions) predicting click outcome with standard errors
clustered on student and comment. In each of the partitions that include a treatment group (Block, Inline, and
Emphasis) and the control group, the interaction between treatment and spotlighting is significant, indicating
the e�ect of being assigned to the treatment group for the spotlit comments is to increase the click ratio.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value

Block vs Control spotlit -0.006 0.088 -0.069 0.95
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.733 0.158 4.634 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 172, 197, #2><<4=CB = 3, 475, #BCD34=CB = 153
Log-Likelihood = �37, 641.7, Adj. Pseudo '2 = 0.14

Inline vs Control spotlit -0.003 0.083 -0.040 0.97
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.915 0.154 5.933 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 170, 418, #2><<4=CB = 3, 442, #BCD34=CB = 157
Log-Likelihood = �37, 400.2, Adj. Pseudo '2 = 0.15

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.022 0.085 -0.259 0.80
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.661 0.147 4.481 <0.001

#30C0?>8=CB = 171, 908, #2><<4=CB = 3, 446, #BCD34=CB = 155
Log-Likelihood = �39, 210.0, Adj. Pseudo '2 = 0.14

None vs Control spotlit -0.001 0.085 -0.008 0.99
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.147 0.149 0.991 0.32

#30C0?>8=CB = 170, 528, #2><<4=CB = 3, 447, #BCD34=CB = 155
Log-Likelihood = �37, 147.7, Adj. Pseudo '2 = 0.15

Table 9. Generalized linear regressions (logistic regressions) predicting reply outcome, with standard errors
clustered on student and comment. Conditioned on a comment being clicked on, its assignment to a treatment
condition has no statistically significant e�ect on the probability that it is replied to.

Conditions Regressor Estimate Std Error t value p value

Block vs Control spotlit -0.105 0.599 -0.175 0.86
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.090 0.765 0.118 0.91

#30C0?>8=CB = 1, 772, #2><<4=CB = 288, #BCD34=CB = 85
Log-Likelihood = �588.5, Adj. Pseudo '2 = �0.10

Inline vs Control spotlit -0.041 0.653 -0.062 0.95
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.347 0.721 0.481 0.63

#30C0?>8=CB = 1, 928, #2><<4=CB = 296, #BCD34=CB = 87
Log-Likelihood = �647.8, Adj. Pseudo '2 = �0.12

Emphasis vs Control spotlit -0.204 0.594 -0.343 0.73
spotlit ⇥ treatment -0.032 0.644 -0.049 0.96

#30C0?>8=CB = 2, 119, #2><<4=CB = 290, #BCD34=CB = 92
Log-Likelihood = �668.2, Adj. Pseudo '2 = �0.09

None vs Control spotlit -0.396 0.465 -0.852 0.39
spotlit ⇥ treatment 0.429 0.547 0.783 0.43

#30C0?>8=CB = 11, 610, #2><<4=CB = 312, #BCD34=CB = 89
Log-Likelihood = �1, 512.2, Adj. Pseudo '2 = �0.16
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Fig. 16. Marginalia note showing a preview of the comment with faded end. This screenshot shows a paper
by Engler Et al. (2008) A one pot, one step, precision cloning method with high throughput capability. from
the pilot class

will increase and it will show more text. This technique was explored only in our pilot with PDF
documents (see Appendix).

We augmented the instructor’s version of the NB UI with controls that permitted them to mark
chosen comments for spotlighting. The instructor was free to choose the number of comments and
the type of spotlight for each and had the option to mix both types of spotlights within the same
reading. In the �rst half of the class (readings 1 to 9), the instructor picked the spotlit comments
(e.g., relatable questions, linking to previous topics, and encouraging speci�c students). The average
number of spotlights picked by the instructor was 4 spotlights for each reading. The instructor
reported that hemixed the types of spotlights. He explained to us that he usedmarginalia to spotlight
comments that he thought were critical for understanding, and emphasized green highlights for
comments that illustrated commonly misunderstood material or discussion points. For the other
half of the class (reading 10 to 17), 10 comments were randomly selected from comments provided
by students who read the assignment early (�rst 2 days after the pdf was posted). These comments
were spotlit (with a random spotlight type) and presented to all the students.

Students taking this class were undergrads in the Bioengineering program. The study took
place during the Spring quarter (April 14, 2021 to June 10, 2021). As this was during the COVID
pandemic, all teaching was online. Students’ engagement on NB was mandatory; a minimum of
three comments on each reading was required. New annotations or replies were all graded the
same. Students had two readings each week and a total of 17 readings. There were 51 students in
the class.

We examined the usage logs to understand how these students interacted with the new spotlight-
ing feature [72].The logs included information for clicks, comments, and replies made through NB.
Click data for a comment included information on the type of spotlight (if any) and how students
accessed each comment: by clicking on the highlighted text, by clicking on the marginal note (when
available), or by clicking on the header line in the sidebar. We followed our log examination with
informal interviews with 8 students [13]. A goal of the interviews was to investigate the behaviours
we observed from our logs. The interviews were between 45 to 60 minutes long for each student

C.1 Considerations for the User Study Design
In the following section we discuss the results from the pilot study (logs and interviews). The pilot
study data set included 11,283 interactions from the 51 students over 17 readings. The total number
of comments threads was 1696 for all readings. The average number of threads per reading was
99. The total number of spotlit comments was 104, with 50 emphasized green highlights and 54
marginalia. We synthesized our �ndings from the log data and the interviews and identi�ed the
following themes that were essential in designing our formal user study (Section 5).
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C.1.1 Timing ma�ers with spotlighting. Some students tended to post their comments early, and
the rest did their reading and comments right before the deadline. Comments posted after the
instructor looked for spotlights were of course not spotlit, so most of the spotlit comments tended
to be chosen from early commenters, who were usually from section 2. Those comments tended to
be posted by the same, select set of students. This positively impacted the students who authored
those comments, as we show in the interview results. When we compared the time of the week
in which students comment to the time in which students interact on spotlights, we found that
students who tended to do their assignment midweek tended to click on spotlights more than the
others, and as the deadline approached, the number of interactions with the spotlights tended to
drop slightly.

C.1.2 Comments were discovered through the highlights and the sidebar. In general, students on NB
access comments through the document highlights or the sidebar. Upon looking at a snapshot from
one reading we notice that students click to read comments from the sidebar (grey squares) and
through the highlights (yellow squares). We also notice that the spotlights that were included in
the document were mostly clicked on after an interaction on the document. That is, 15 students
out of the 18 students who clicked on the spotlights performed most of their previous clicks on
the highlights in the document. This makes sense, since spotlights by design are closer to the
reading (the highlighted text). In addition to the logs, students in our interviews reported that they
tend to read the comments as they are reading the textbook by looking at highlights relevant to
the passages they read. This explains why some students in the log appear to click on comments
through the highlights more often than the sidebar.

C.1.3 Green highlights were clicked on more than marginalia. While both spotlight types in the pilot
study were presented to students equally often, overall emphasized green highlights received 160%
more clicks than marginalia. Marginalia do show an excerpt from the comment as opposed to green
highlights which require students to click in order to read the comments. It is possible that students
are reading marginalia and leaving them unclicked. When we asked students about their preferred
type of spotlighting, we received a mixture of reactions. Some students preferred marginalia: “I
would prefer margins since it would not interrupt the reading experience.” Another one reported:
“margins were more aesthetically pleasing.” A student explained that they prefer this pattern since
it provides a large preview of the comment, they get to read the comment without clicking on the
highlight or the sidebar. Some students who preferred the green highlights explained: “I prefer
colored highlights...click on them then I read on the sidebar. Margins are extra text and away
from the article.” Another student appreciated the colors of the highlights and preferred shorter
spotlights on the page: “Highlight colors helped my eyes focus. I wish the margins were shorter.”
We kept those results in mind when deploying our next batch of spotlighting patterns in the main
study.

C.1.4 �ality of spotlit comments ma�ers. In the second half of the term, we picked random
comments to spotlight, and some students picked up on this: “did not know why they were
highlighted. Initially I thought it was because they were important but after reading some of the
spotlight comments I stopped thinking that was the reason. I thought they were just randomly
selected.”

C.1.5 Spotlighting comments positively a�ects the authors of those comments. We asked students
about how they felt about their comments being spotlit, and most students expressed that it made
them feel proud and motivated to make “better” comments: “My study buddy noticed and she
told me, ‘I like those.’ It made me happy to see my comments spotlighted. I started to make class
related comments using keywords I’ve seen in the class.” Another student reported that seeing
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her comment being spotlit made her put more e�ort into her comments: “Yay! I tried harder with
in-depth questions.” A third student also added that it made them feel proud: A third student added
that “if I see my comment it will make me proud”.
Jumana Almahmoud, Farnaz Jahanbakhsh, Marc Facciotti, Michele Igo, Kamali Sripathi, Kobi
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